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A RICH HISTORY

Modern design meets industrial glamour with a contemporary, urban cool 
aesthetic at Perth’s favourite designer hotel, QT Perth.

Opening its big brass doors to the public in 2018, it is QT Hotels & Resort’s
first west-coast property and joins an acclaimed family of Australian 
designer hotels, building on a global reputation for bold interiors, luxurious 
settings and quirky hospitality. 

Perfect for modern explorers, wildflowers and the creatively charged, QT 
Perth’s 18-storey, 184-room hotel enjoys prime position at 133 Murray 
Street, in the heart of the CBD and is only a stones throw from the winding 
Swan River. The hotel’s proximity to waterfront precinct, Elizabeth Quay, as 
well as being easily accessible by public transport, makes QT Perth the 
perfect place to explore the rest of the city.

Located on the site of the former ‘CineCentre’ complex, the venue has a 
longstanding history in the city. With a focus on art and design, the hotel 
offers a personalised guest experience, unforgettable dining and a 
signature touch of that QT quirk. 



PUBLIC SPACES

QT Perth came together with input from a collection of different architects, 
artists, stylists and designers. The public spaces throughout the hotel 
including the lobby, café, restaurant and bars were executed by Nic 
Graham and Associates. 

Nic and his team pushed through the ordinary to create a bold, inviting and 
memorable experience within each area of the hotel.

Big colour, intriguing texture, vintage quirk and a layering of traditional and 
digital artwork, all help to give a subtle nod to Perth’s history and future. 
Hotel guests should feel like their stay has been a journey, with each 
individual experience and offering well thought out, paying homage to the 
state of Western Australia in all its glory.



Bold, welcoming guest rooms have been thoughtfully designed with 
luxurious comfort and inspiration in mind. Step into one of the 184 guest 
rooms and enter a world created by architect and design expert Shelley 
Indyk. 

Each of the boutique guest rooms have been designed with rich materials 
such as local Jarrah timber flooring and luxe velvet fabrics contrasted with 
sleek marble bathrooms and polished brassware. Quirks can be seen in 
bold wallpaper featuring native West Australian Black Cockatoos and the 
custom designed velvet bedheads in bright jewel tones. Curated metal 
artworks by Patsy Payne feature in each room, and speak to Perth’s mining 
history. 

GUEST ROOMS



EATING & DRINKING

QT Perth has fast become a culinary ‘must-do’ among visitors and locals 
alike. The hotel’s signature restaurant Santini Bar & Grill is a destination in 
its own right, winning ‘Best New Restaurant’ soon after opening in 2018 
and ‘Restaurant of the Year’ in 2019 at the prestigious West Australian 
Good Food Guide Awards. 

Guests are treated to ‘food of the sun’ with Santini’s Italian/Mediterranean-
style menu, offering signature dishes such as the Squid Ink Risotto and 
1984 Tirimisu, both served with flair at the table. The dedicated Sommelier 
ensures guests receive the perfect pairing from the extensive wine menu. 

Rooftop at QT is the it-destination for the after-work crowd, with regular 
lines on Friday afternoons of guests eagerly waiting their turn to enjoy 
expertly mixed cocktails and delectable bites on Perth’s highest rooftop bar. 

For those wanting a quick snack or a caffeine hit, QT Café on the ground 
floor offers in-house guests and locals a place to unwind and recharge. 



Inspired by the sun and always embracing the seasons, Santini Bar & Grill celebrates classic Italian dining, pairing it back with
everything that is loved about WA.

Brimming with sensory temptations, Santini Grill’s open plan kitchen shows off the smoky wood fire coals and a cheese table to
swoon over, while bold terracotta and turquoise hues of the dining room transport guests to the Mediterranean. The menu, wisely
guided by the seasons, focuses on fresh local produce, thoughtfully sourced and simply cooked.

Nestled next to Santini Grill, Santini Bar serves delicious small plates throughout the evening. The perfect spot for pre-theatre
cocktails and dinner, pre-dinner appetizer or a late night-supper. Moody and splashed with intrigue, Santini is an intimate hideout in
downtown Perth.

SANTINI BAR & GRILL



ROOFTOP AT QT

Staking the claim as Perth’s highest rooftop bar, with stunning views across the Swan River, CBD and out to the Perth
Hills, the Rooftop at QT provides the perfect vantage point for the after-work crowd, classy cocktailing and sophisticated
nights out on the town. With Insta-worthy concoctions being served in glamorously appointed indoor and outdoor spaces,
along with tasty bites and smooth tunes, every night on the rooftop is a night to be remembered.



MEETING ROOMS

Meetings and conferences at QT Perth are suave and refined events where the latest technology meets bold design.
When you require a setting that will inspire creativity, innovation and individuality, QT Perth offers an eclectic range of
meetings and event spaces that will keep the creative juices flowing and the mind hard at work.

The stunning boutique spaces are multi-functional and take pride in being transformed into dream weddings, whether
they be grand and opulent affairs or intimate dining experiences, the QT team take care of the finer details to create
unforgettable and life-altering moments.



COLLABORATORS
QT Perth came together with a collection of different architects, artists, stylists and designers including Nic Graham + Associates, Candalepas + Associates, Indyk Architects and Romance Was Born. 

NIC GRAHAM

Public areas designer and stylist

SHELLY INDYK

Guest rooms designer and stylist

Nic Graham has made a name for himself after
delivering the vibrant and transcendent interiors of
QT Gold Coast and QT Sydney. Graham runs his
own studio in Sydney with a small team and has
worked in all of the traditional design categories
including architecture, furniture and product
design, and interiors. For QT Perth, Graham and
his team took inspiration from the location’s rich
history and threw in a few surprises within the
hotel lobby, restaurant and bar areas. Graham’s
belief is that the aid of good lighting is essential to
make a space feel different from morning to night
and gives guests elements of wonder and
surprise.

Shelley Indyk has worked with communities from
diverse cultural backgrounds since the 1980s and
brings over 20 years experience in architecture
and design. Indyk used a palette of rich jewel
tones to highlight the eccentricity of QT Perth's
184 guest rooms. Motifs of local fauna paired with
luxurious velvet textures highlight Western
Australia and captures that QT quirk. The bold
room designs represent the playfulness of the
hotel and create a sense of opulence and comfort
– rounding out the whole guest experience.

Designer-duo Anna Plunkett and Luke Sales of
Romance Was Born are one of Australia’s most
celebrated fashion houses. Renowned for their
extravagant pieces of wearable art, Romance
Was Born encourage women to boldly express
their individuality through their vibrant prints and
dramatic silhouettes. Collaborating exclusively
with QT Hotels, Romance Was Born created the
QT Director of Chaos Collection, a capsule line
worn by QT’s charismatic front door hosts in
Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. Drawing upon the
quirky interiors and artistic motifs of each property
as inspiration for the collection, the designers
created three unique prints to adorn the DOCs at
each location.

ROMANCE WAS BORN

Director of Chaos Outfit Designers
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